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Only Daughter 
Sandra Cisneros 
 
from Latina: Women's Voices From the Borderlands. Edited by Lillian Castillo-Speed. New York: 
Touchstone/Simon & Schuster, 1995. 

 
Once, several years ago, when I was 

just starting out my writing career, I was 
asked to write my own contributor’s note for 
an anthology1 I was part of. I wrote: “I am the 
only daughter in a family of six sons. That 
explains everything.” 

Well, I’ve thought about that ever 
since, and yes, it explains a lot to me, but for 
the reader’s sake I should have written: “I am 
the only daughter in a Mexican family of six 
sons.” Or even: “I am the only daughter of a 
Mexican father and a Mexican-American 
mother.” Or: “I am the only daughter of a 
working-class family of nine.” All of these 
had everything to do with who I am today. 

I was/am the only daughter and only a 
daughter. Being an only daughter in a family 
of six sons forced me by circumstance to 
spend a lot of time by myself because my 
brothers felt it beneath them to play with a 
girl in public. But that aloneness, that 
loneliness, was good for a would-be writer—
it allowed me time to think and think, to 
imagine, to read and prepare myself. 

Being only a daughter for my father 
meant my destiny would lead me to become 
someone’s wife. That’s what he believed. But 
when I was in the fifth grade and shared my 
plans for college with him, I was sure he 
understood. I remember my father saying, 
“Que bueno, mi’ha, that’s good.” That meant a 
lot to me, especially since my brothers 
thought the idea hilarious. What I didn’t 
realize was that my father thought college 
was good for girls—good for finding a 
husband. After four years in college and two 
more in graduate school, and still no 
husband, my father shakes his head even 
now and says I wasted all that education. 

In retrospect2, I’m lucky my father 
believed daughters were meant for husbands. 

                                                           
1 anthology: collection of stories and other literature in a 
book. 
2 retrospect: thinking about things in the past 

It meant it didn’t matter if I majored in 
something silly like English. After all, I’d find a 
nice professional eventually, right? This allowed 
me the liberty to putter about embroidering3 my 
little poems and stories without my father 
interrupting with so much as a “What’s that 
you’re writing?” 

But the truth is, I wanted him to 
interrupt. I wanted my father to understand 
what it was I was scribbling, to introduce me as 
“My only daughter, the writer.” Not as “This is 
only my daughter. She teaches.” Es maestra—
teacher. Not even profesora. 

In a sense, everything I have ever written 
has been for him, to win his approval even 
though I know my father can’t read English 
words, even though my father’s only reading 
includes the brown-ink Esto sports magazines 
from Mexico City and the bloody ¡Alarma! 
magazines that feature yet another sighting of La 
Virgen de Guadalupe on a tortilla or a wife’s 
revenge on her philandering husband by 
bashing his skull in with a molcajete (a kitchen 
mortar4 made of volcanic rock). Or the 
fotonovelas, the little picture paperbacks with 
tragedy and trauma erupting from the 
characters’ mouths in bubbles. 

My father represents, then, the public 
majority. A public who is disinterested in 
reading, and yet one whom I am writing about 
and for, and privately trying to woo5. 

When we were growing up in Chicago, 
we moved a lot because of my father. He 
suffered bouts of nostalgia6. Then we’d have to 
let go of our flat7, store the furniture with 
mother’s relatives, load the station wagon with 
baggage and bologna sandwiches and head 
south. To Mexico City. 

                                                           
3 embroidering: adding details to 
4 mortar: a very hard bowl in which things are ground into a 
fine powder 
5 woo: attract, interest 
6 bouts of nostalgia: short periods of time with homesickness 
7 flat: apartment 



We came back, of course. To yet 
another Chicago flat, another Chicago 
neighborhood, another Catholic school. Each 
time, my father would seek out the parish 
priest in order to get a tuition break8, and 
complain or boast: “I have seven sons.” 

He meant siete hijos, seven children, 
but he translated it as “sons.” “I have seven 
sons.” To anyone who would listen. The Sears 
Roebuck employee who sold us the washing 
machine. The short-order cook where my 
father ate his ham-and-eggs breakfasts. “I 
have seven sons.” As if he deserved a medal 
from the state. 

My papa. He didn’t mean anything by 
that mistranslation, I’m sure. But somehow I 
could feel myself being erased. I’d tug my 
father’s sleeve and whisper: “Not seven sons. 
Six! and one daughter.” 

When my oldest brother graduated 
from medical school, he fulfilled my father’s 
dream that we study hard and use this—our 
heads, instead of this—our hands. Even now 
my father’s hands are thick and yellow, 
stubbed by a history of hammer and nails and 
twine and coils9 and springs. “Use this,” my 
father said, tapping his head, “and not this,” 
showing us those hands. He always looked 
tired when he said it. 

Wasn’t college an investment? And 
hadn’t I spent all those years in college? And 
if I didn’t marry, what was it all for? Why 
would anyone go to college and then choose 
to be poor? Especially someone who had 
always been poor. 

Last year, after ten years of writing 
professionally, the financial rewards10 started 
to trickle in. My second National Endowment 
for the Arts Fellowship. A guest 
professorship at the University of California, 
Berkeley. My book, which sold to a major 
New York publishing house. 

At Christmas, I flew home to Chicago. 
The house was throbbing11, same as always: 
hot tamales and sweet tamales hissing in my 
mother’s pressure cooker, and everybody—
my mother, six brothers, wives, babies, aunts, 
                                                           
8 tuition break: a decrease in the cost of going to a private 
school 
9 twines and coils: strings and loops 
10 financial rewards: money 
11 throbbing: beating 

cousins—talking too loud and at the same time. 
Like in a Fellini12 film, because that’s just how 
we are. 

I went upstairs to my father’s room. One 
of my stories had just been translated into 
Spanish and published in an anthology of 
Chicano13 writing and I wanted to show it to 
him. Ever since he recovered from a stroke two 
years ago, my father likes to spend his leisure 
hours horizontally14. And that’s how I found 
him, watching a Pedro Infante movie on 
Galavisión and eating rice pudding. 

There was a glass filled with milk on the 
bedside table. There were several vials of pills 
and balled Kleenex. And on the floor, one black 
sock and a plastic urinal that I didn’t want to 
look at but looked at anyway. Pedro Infante was 
about to burst into song, and my father was 
laughing. 

I’m not sure if it was because my story 
was translated into Spanish, or because it was 
published in Mexico, or perhaps because the 
story dealt with Tepeyac, the colonia my father 
was raised in and the house he grew up in, but 
at any rate, my father punched the mute button 
on his remote control and read my story. 

I sat on the bed next to my father and 
waited. He read it very slowly. As if he were 
reading each line over and over. He laughed at 
all the right places and read lines he liked out 
loud. He pointed and asked questions: “Is this 
So-and-so?” “Yes,” I said. He kept reading. 

When he was finally finished, after what 
seemed like hours, my father looked up and 
asked: “Where can we get more copies of this for 
the relatives?” 

Of all the wonderful things that 
happened to me last year, that was the most 
wonderful. 

                                                           
12 Fellini: an Italian movie director 
13 Chicano: Mexican-American 
14 horizontally: laying down 



from Dust Tracks on a Road 
by Zora Neale Hurston

I used to take a seat on top of the gatepost and watch the world go by. One way to Orlando ran
past my house, so the carriages and cars would pass before me. The movement made me glad to
see it. Often the white travelers would hail me, but more often I hailed them, and asked, “Don’t
you want me to go a piece of the way with you?”

They always did. I know now that I must have caused a great deal of amusement among them,
but my self-assurance must have carried the point, for I was always invited to come along. I’d
ride up the road for perhaps a half-mile, then walk back. I did not do this with the permission of
my parents, nor with their foreknowledge. When they found out about it later, I usually got a
whipping. My grandmother worried about my forward ways a great deal. She had known slavery
and to her my brazenness was unthinkable.

“Git down offa dat gatepost! You li’l sow, you! Git down! Setting up dere looking dem white
folks right in de face! They’s gowine to lynch you, yet. And don’t stand in dat doorway gazing
out at ’em neither. Youse too brazen to live long.”

Nevertheless, I kept right on gazing at them, and “going a piece of the way” whenever I could
make it. The village seemed dull to me most of the time. If the village was singing a chorus, I
must have missed the tune.

Perhaps a year before the old man died, I came to know two other white people for myself. They
were women.

It came about this way. The whites who came down from the North were often brought by their
friends to visit the village school. A Negro school was something strange to them, and while they
were always sympathetic and kind, curiosity must have been present, also. They came and went,
came and went. Always, the room was hurriedly put in order, and we were threatened with a
prompt and bloody death if we cut one caper while the visitors were present. We always sang a
spiritual, led by Mr. Calhoun himself. Mrs. Calhoun always stood in the back, with a palmetto
switch in her hand as a squelcher. We were all little angels for the duration, because we’d better
be. She would cut her eyes and give us a glare that meant trouble, then turn her face toward the
visitors and beam as much as to say it was a great privilege and pleasure to teach lovely children
like us. They couldn’t see that palmetto hickory in her hand behind all those benches, but we
knew where our angelic behavior was coming from.

Usually, the visitors gave warning a day ahead and we would be cautioned to put on shoes, comb
our heads, and see to ears and fingernails. There was a close inspection of every one of us before
we marched in that morning. Knotty heads, dirty ears, and fingernails got hauled out of line,
strapped, and sent home to lick the calf over again.

This particular afternoon, the two young ladies just popped in. Mr. Calhoun was flustered, but he
put on the best show he could. He dismissed the class that he was teaching up at the front of the
room, then called the fifth grade in reading. That was my class.
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So we took our readers and went up front. We stood up in the usual line, and opened to the 
lesson. It was the story of Pluto and Persephone. It was new and hard to the class in general, and 
Mr. Calhoun was very uncomfortable as the readers stumbled along, spelling out words with 
their lips, and in mumbling undertones before they exposed them experimentally to the teacher’s 
ears.

Then it came to me. I was fifth or sixth down the line. The story was not new to me, because I 
had read my reader through from lid to lid, the first week that Papa had bought it for me.

That is how it was that my eyes were not in the book, working out the paragraph which I knew 
would be mine by counting the children ahead of me. I was observing our visitors, who held a 
book between them, following the lesson. They had shiny hair, mostly brownish. One had a 
looping gold chain around her neck. The other one was dressed all over in black and white with a 
pretty finger ring on her left hand. But the thing that held my eyes were their fingers. They were 
long and thin, and very white, except up near the tips. There they were baby pink. I had never 
seen such hands. It was a fascinating discovery for me. I wondered how they felt. I would have 
given those hands more attention, but the child before me was almost through. My turn next, so I 
got on my mark, bringing my eyes back to the book and made sure of my place. Some of the 
stories I had reread several times, and this Greco-Roman myth was one of my favorites. I was 
exalted by it, and that is the way I read my paragraph.

“Yes, Jupiter had seen her (Persephone). He had seen the maiden picking flowers in the field. He 
had seen the chariot of the dark monarch pause by the maiden’s side. He had seen him when he 
seized Persephone. He had seen the black horses leap down Mount Aetna’s fiery throat. 
Persephone was now in Pluto’s dark realm and he had made her his wife.”

The two women looked at each other and then back to me. Mr. Calhoun broke out with a proud 
smile beneath his bristly moustache, and instead of the next child taking up where I had ended, 
he nodded to me to go on. So I read the story to the end, where flying Mercury, the messenger of 
the Gods, brought Persephone back to the sunlit earth and restored her to the arms of Dame 
Ceres, her mother, that the world might have springtime and summer flowers, autumn and 
harvest. But because she had bitten the pomegranate while in Pluto’s kingdom, she must return 
to him for three months of each year, and be his queen. Then the world had winter, until she 
returned to earth.

The class was dismissed and the visitors smiled us away and went into a low-voiced 
conversation with Mr. Calhoun for a few minutes. They glanced my way once or twice and I 
began to worry. Not only was I barefooted, but my feet and legs were dusty. My hair was more 
uncombed than usual, and my nails were not shiny clean. Oh, I’m going to catch it now. Those 
ladies saw me, too. Mr. Calhoun is promising to ’tend to me. So I thought.

Then Mr. Calhoun called me. I went up thinking how awful it was to get a whipping before 
company. Furthermore, I heard a snicker run over the room. Hennie Clark and Stell Brazzle did 
it out loud, so I would be sure to hear them. The smart aleck was going to get it. I slipped one 
hand behind me and switched my dress tail at them, indicating scorn.
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“Come here, Zora Neale,” Mr. Calhoun cooed as I reached the desk. He put his hand on my 
shoulder and gave me little pats. The ladies smiled and held out those flower-looking fingers 
toward me. I seized the opportunity for a good look.

“Shake hands with the ladies, Zora Neale,” Mr. Calhoun prompted and they took my hand one 
after the other and smiled. They asked me if I loved school, and I lied that I did. There was some 
truth in it, because I liked geography and reading, and I liked to play at recess time. Whoever it 
was invented writing and arithmetic got no thanks from me. Neither did I like the arrangement 
where the teacher could sit up there with a palmetto stem and lick me whenever he saw fit. I 
hated things I couldn’t do anything about. But I knew better than to bring that up right there, so I 
said yes, I loved school.

“I can tell you do,” Brown Taffeta gleamed. She patted my head, and was lucky enough not to 
get sandspurs in her hand. Children who roll and tumble in the grass in Florida are apt to get 
sandspurs in their hair. They shook hands with me again and I went back to my seat.

When school let out at three o’clock, Mr. Calhoun told me to wait. When everybody had gone, 
he told me I was to go to the Park House, that was the hotel in Maitland, the next afternoon to 
call upon Mrs. Johnstone and Miss Hurd. I must tell Mama to see that I was clean and brushed 
from head to feet, and I must wear shoes and stockings. The ladies liked me, he said, and I must 
be on my best behavior. 

The next day I was let out of school an hour early, and went home to be stood up in a tub of suds 
and be scrubbed and have my ears dug into. My sandy hair sported a red ribbon to match my red 
and white checked gingham dress, starched until it could stand alone. Mama saw to it that my 
shoes were on the right feet, since I was careless about left and right. Last thing, I was given a 
handkerchief to carry, warned again about my behavior, and sent off, with my big brother John 
to go as far as the hotel gate with me.

First thing, the ladies gave me strange things, like stuffed dates and preserved ginger, and 
encouraged me to eat all that I wanted. Then they showed me their Japanese dolls and just talked. 
I was then handed a copy of Scribner’s Magazine, and asked to read a place that was pointed out 
to me. After a paragraph or two, I was told with smiles, that that would do.

I was led out on the grounds and they took my picture under a palm tree. They handed me what 
was to me then a heavy cylinder done up in fancy paper, tied with a ribbon, and they told me 
goodbye, asking me not to open it until I got home.

My brother was waiting for me down by the lake, and we hurried home, eager to see what was in 
the thing. It was too heavy to be candy or anything like that. John insisted on toting it for me. My 
mother made John give it back to me and let me open it. Perhaps, I shall never experience such 
joy again. The nearest thing to that moment was the telegram accepting my first book. One
hundred goldy-new pennies rolled out of the cylinder. Their gleam lit up the world. It was not 
avarice that moved me. It was the beauty of the thing. I stood on the mountain. Mama let me play 
with my pennies for a while, then put them away for me to keep.
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That was only the beginning. The next day I received an Episcopal hymnbook bound in white 
leather with a golden cross stamped into the front cover, a copy of The Swiss Family Robinson, 
and a book of fairy tales.

I set about to commit the song words to memory. There was no music written there, just the 
words. But there was to my consciousness music in between them just the same. “When I survey 
the Wondrous Cross” seemed the most beautiful to me, so I committed that to memory first of 
all. Some of them seemed dull and without life, and I pretended they were not there. If white 
people liked trashy singing like that, there must be something funny about them that I had not 
noticed before. I stuck to the pretty ones where the words marched to a throb I could feel.

A month or so after the two young ladies returned to Minnesota, they sent me a huge box packed 
with clothes and books. The red coat with a wide circular collar and the red tam pleased me more 
than any of the other things. My chums pretended not to like anything that I had, but even then I 
knew that they were jealous. Old Smarty had gotten by them again. The clothes were not new, 
but they were very good. I shone like the morning sun.

But the books gave me more pleasure than the clothes. I had never been too keen on dressing up. 
It called for hard scrubbings with Octagon soap suds getting in my eyes, and none too gentle 
fingers scrubbing my neck and gouging in my ears.

In that box were Gulliver’s Travels, Grimm’s Fairy Tales, Dick Whittington, Greek and Roman 
Myths, and best of all, Norse Tales. Why did the Norse tales strike so deeply into my soul? I do 
not know, but they did. I seemed to remember seeing Thor swing his mighty short-handled 
hammer as he sped across the sky in rumbling thunder, lightning flashing from the tread of his 
steeds and the wheels of his chariot. The great and good Odin, who went down to the well of 
knowledge to drink, and was told that the price of a drink from that fountain was an eye. Odin 
drank deeply, then plucked out one eye without a murmur and handed it to the grizzly keeper, 
and walked away. That held majesty for me.

Of the Greeks, Hercules moved me most. I followed him eagerly on his tasks. The story of the 
choice of Hercules as a boy when he met Pleasure and Duty, and put his hand in that of Duty and 
followed her steep way to the blue hills of fame and glory, which she pointed out at the end, 
moved me profoundly. I resolved to be like him. The tricks and turns of the other gods and 
goddesses left me cold. There were other thin books about this and that sweet and gentle little 
girl who gave up her heart to Christ and good works. Almost always they died from it, preaching 
as they passed. I was utterly indifferent to their deaths. In the first place I could not conceive of 
death, and in the next place they never had any funerals that amounted to a hill of beans, so I 
didn’t care how soon they rolled up their big, soulful, blue eyes and kicked the bucket. They had 
no meat on their bones.

But I also met Hans Andersen and Robert Louis Stevenson. They seemed to know what I wanted 
to hear and said it in a way that tingled me. Just a little below these friends was Rudyard Kipling 
in his Jungle Books. I loved his talking snakes as much as I did the hero.
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I came to start reading the Bible through my mother. She gave me a licking one afternoon for 
repeating something I had overheard a neighbor telling her. She locked me in her room after the 
whipping, and the Bible was the only thing in there for me to read. I happened to open to the 
place where David was doing some mighty smiting, and I got interested. David went here and he 
went there, and no matter where he went, he smote ’em hip and thigh. Then he sung songs to his 
harp awhile, and went out and smote some more. Not one time did David stop and preach about 
sins and things. All David wanted to know from God was who to kill and when. He took care of 
the other details himself. Never a quiet moment. I liked him a lot. So I read a great deal more in 
the Bible, hunting for some more active people like David. Except for the beautiful language of 
Luke and Paul, the New Testament still plays a poor second to the Old Testament for me. The 
Jews had a God who laid about Him when they needed Him. I could see no use waiting till 
Judgment Day to see a man who was just crying for a good killing, to be told to go and roast. My 
idea was to give him a good killing first, and then if he got roasted later on, so much the better.

Making Meanings
from Dust Tracks on a Road

1. Did you identify with Hurston’s love of books? What were your feelings about books 
when you were younger? Have your feelings changed?

2. Consulting the notes you took while reading, characterize the narrator. Find examples 
from the text to support your view of Hurston.

3. What qualities does the young Hurston exhibit when she reads aloud in class?

4. What does Hurston think about the two women who visit? How do you know?

5. Why do you think the visitors invite Hurston to their hotel?

6. Why does the young Hurston treasure the books the ladies from Minnesota send her?

Challenging the Text:

7. Hurston was criticized by some of her contemporaries because they felt she did not place 
enough emphasis on the racial oppression of African Americans by the white community. 
Using references from this autobiographical excerpt, explain whether you agree or 
disagree with this criticism.
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Me Talk Pretty One Day – By David Sedaris 

From his book Me Talk Pretty One Day

At the age of forty-one, I am returning to school and have to think of myself as

what my French textbook calls “a true debutant.” After paying my tuition, I was issued

a student ID, which allows me a discounted entry fee at movie theaters, puppet shows,

and Festyland, a far-flung amusement park that advertises with billboards picturing a

cartoon stegosaurus sitting in a canoe and eating what appears to be a ham sandwich.

I’ve moved to Paris with hopes of learning the language. My school is an easy

ten-minute walk from my apartment, and on the first day of class I arrived early,

watching as the returning students greeted one another in the school lobby. Vacations

were recounted, and questions were raised concerning mutual friends with names like

Kang and Vlatnya. Regardless of their nationalities, everyone spoke what sounded to

me like excellent French. Some accents were better than others, but the students

exhibited an ease and confidence that I found intimidating. As an added discomfort,

they were all young, attractive, and well-dressed, causing me to feel not unlike Pa Kettle

trapped backstage after a fashion show. 

The first day of class was nerve-racking because I knew I’d be expected to

perform. That’s the way they do it here – it’s everybody into the language pool, sink or

swim. The teacher marched in, deeply tanned from a recent vacation, and proceeded to

rattle off a series of administrative announcements. I’ve spent quite a few summers in

Normandy, and I took a monthlong French class before leaving New York. I’m not

completely in the dark, yet I understood only half of what this woman was saying.

“If you have not meimslsxp or lgpdmurct by this time, then you should not be in

this room. Has everyone apzkiubjxow? Everyone? Good, we shall begin.” She spread

out her lesson plan and sighed, saying, “All right, then, who knows the alphabet?”

It was startling because (a) I hadn’t been asked that question in a while and (b) I

realized, while laughing, that I myself did not know the alphabet. They’re the same

letters, but in France they’re pronounced differently. I know the shape of the alphabet

but had no idea what it actually sounded like. 

“Ahh.” The teacher went to the board and sketched the letter a. “Do we have

anyone in the room whose first name commences with an ahh?”
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Two Polish Annas raised their hands, and the teachers instructed them to present

themselves by stating their names, nationalities, occupations, and a brief list of things

they liked and disliked in this world. The first Anna hailed from an industrial town

outside of Warsaw and had front teeth the size of tombstones. She worked as a

seamstress, enjoyed quiet times with friends, and hated the mosquito.

“Oh, really,” the teacher said. “How very interesting. I thought that everyone

loved the mosquito, but here, in front of all the world, you claim to detest him. How is it

that we’ve been blessed with someone as unique and original as you? Tell us, please.”

The seamstress did not understand what was being said but knew that this was

an occasion for shame. Her rabbity mouth huffed for breath, and she stared down at her

lap as though the appropriate comeback were stitched somewhere alongside the zipper

of her slacks.

The second Anna learned from the first and claimed to love sunshine and detest

lies. It sounded like a translation of one of those Playmate of the Month data sheets, the

answers always written in the same loopy handwriting: “Turn-ons: Mom’s famous five-

alarm chili! Turn offs: insecurity and guys who come on too strong!!!!”

The two Polish Annas surely had clear notions of what they loved and hated, but

like the rest of us, they were limited in terms of vocabulary, and this made them appear

less than sophisticated. The teacher forged on, and we learned that Carlos, the Argentine

bandonion player, loved wine, music, and, in his words, “making sex with the womans

of the world.” Next came a beautiful young Yugoslav who identified herself as an

optimist, saying that she loved everything that life had to offer.

The teacher licked her lips, revealing a hint of the saucebox we would later

come to know. She crouched low for her attack, placed her hands on the young

woman’s desk, and leaned close, saying, “Oh yeah? And do you love your little war?”

While the optimist struggled to defend herself, I scrambled to think of an answer

to what had obviously become a trick question. How often is one asked what he loves in

this world? More to the point, how often is one asked and then publicly ridiculed for his

answer? I recalled my mother, flushed with wine, pounding the table top one night,

saying, “Love? I love a good steak cooked rare. I love my cat, and I love …” My sisters

and I leaned forward, waiting to hear out names. “Tums,” our mother said. “I love

Tums.”
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The teacher killed some time accusing the Yugoslavian girl of masterminding a

program of genocide, and I jotted frantic notes in the margins of my pad. While I can

honestly say that I love leafing through medical textbooks devoted to severe

dermatological conditions, the hobby is beyond the reach of my French vocabulary, and

acting it out would only have invited controversy. 

When called upon, I delivered an effortless list of things that I detest: blood

sausage, intestinal pates, brain pudding. I’d learned these words the hard way. Having

given it some thought, I then declared my love for IBM typewriters, the French word for

bruise, and my electric floor waxer. It was a short list, but still I managed to

mispronounce IBM and assign the wrong gender to both the floor waxer and the

typewriter. The teacher’s reaction led me to believe that these mistakes were capital

crimes in the country of France.

“Were you always this palicmkrexis?” she asked. “Even a fiuscrzsa ticiwelmun

knows that a typewriter is feminine.” 

I absorbed as much of her abuse as I could understand, thinking – but not saying

– that I find it ridiculous to assign a gender to an inanimate object which is incapable of

disrobing and making an occasional fool of itself. Why refer to Lady Crack Pipe or

Good Sir Dishrag when these things could never live up to all that their sex implied?

The teacher proceeded to belittle everyone from German Eva, who hated

laziness, to Japanese Yukari, who loved paintbrushes and soap. Italian, Thai, Dutch,

Korean, and Chinese – we all left class foolishly believing that the worst over. She’d

shaken us up a little, but surely that was just an act designed to weed out the

deadweight. We didn’t know it then, but the coming months would teach us what it was

like to spend time in the presence of a wild animal, something completely

unpredictable. Her temperament was not based on a series of good and bad days but,

rather, good and bad moments. We soon learned to dodge chalk and protect our heads

and stomachs whenever she approached us with a question. She hadn’t yet punched

anyone, but it seemed wise to protect ourselves against the inevitable.

Though we were forbidden to speak anything but French, the teacher would

occasionally use us to practice any of her five fluent languages.

“I hate you,” she said to me one afternoon. Her English was flawless. “I really,

really hate you.” Call me sensitive, but I couldn’t help but take it personally.
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After being singled out as a lazy kfdtinvfm, I took to spending four hours a night

on my homework, putting in even more time whenever we were assigned an essay. I

suppose I could have gotten by with less, but I was determined to create some sort of

identity for myself: David, the hardworker, David the cut-up. We’d have one of those

“complete this sentence” exercises, and I’d fool with the thing for hours, invariably

settling on something like, “A quick run around the lake? I’d love to! Just give me a

moment while I strap on my wooden leg.” The teacher, through word and action,

conveyed the message that if this was my idea of an identity, she wanted nothing to do

with it.

My fear and discomfort crept beyond the borders of the classroom and

accompanied me out onto the wide boulevards. Stopping for a coffee, asking directions,

depositing money in my bank account: these things were out of the question, as they

involved having to speak. Before beginning school, there’d been no shutting me up, but

now I was convinced that everything I said was wrong. When the phone rang, I ignored

it. If someone asked me a question, I pretended to be deaf. I knew my fear was getting

the best of me when I started wondering why they don’t sell cuts of meat in vending

machines.

My only comfort was the knowledge that I was not alone. Huddled in the

hallways and making the most of our pathetic French, my fellow students and I engaged

in the sort of conversation commonly overhead in refugee camps.

“Sometimes me cry alone at night.”

“That be common for I, also, but be more strong, you. Much work and someday

you talk pretty. People start love you soon. Maybe tomorrow, okay.”

Unlike the French class I had taken in New York, here there was no sense of

competition. When the teacher poked a shy Korean in the eyelid with a freshly

sharpened pencil, we took no comfort in the fact that, unlike Hyeyoon Cho, we all know

the irregular past tense of the verb to defeat. In all fairness, the teacher hadn’t meant to

stab the girl, but neither did she spend much time apologizing, saying only, “Well, you

should have been vkkdyo more kdeynfulh.”

Over time it became impossible to believe that any of us would ever improve.

Fall arrived and it rained every day, meaning we would now be scolded for the water

dripping from our coats and umbrellas. It was mid-October when the teacher singled me
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out, saying, “Every day spent with you is like having a cesarean section.” And it struck

me that, for the first time since arriving in France, I could understand every word that

someone was saying.

Understanding doesn’t mean that you can suddenly speak the language. Far from

it. It’s a small step, nothing more, yet its rewards are intoxicating and deceptive. The

teacher continued her diatribe and I settled back, bathing in the subtle beauty of each

new curse and insult.

“You exhaust me with your foolishness and reward my efforts with nothing but

pain, do you understand me?"

The world opened up, and it was with great joy that I responded, “I know the

thing that you speak exact now. Talk me more, you, plus, please, plus.”

Sedaris, David. “Me Talk Pretty One Day.” Me Talk Pretty One Day. New York: Little,

Brown, 2000. 166-173.
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Chinese American daughters.In her essay “Mother Tongue,” Tan
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I am not a scholar of English or literature. 1 cannot give you

much more than personal opinions on the English language

andits variations in this country or others.

I am a writer. And by that definition, I am someone who

has always loved language. I am fascinated by language in daily

life. I spend a great deal of my time thinking about the power

of language—the way it can evoke an emotion,a visual image,

a complex idea, or a simple truth. Language.is the tool of my

trade. And I use them all—all the Englishes I grew up with.

Recently, I was made keenly awareof the different Englishes

I do use. I was giving a talk to a large group of people, the same

talk I had already given to half a dozen other groups. The talk

was about my writing, my life, and my book, The Joy Luck Club,

and it was going along well enough, until I remembered one

major difference that made the whole talk sound wrong. My

mother was in the room. And it was perhaps the first time she

had heard me give a lengthy speech, using the kind of English

I have never used with her. I was saying things like, “The inter-

section of memory and imagination” and “Thereis an aspect of

myfiction that relates to thus-and-thus”—a speech filled with

carefully wrought grammatical phrases, burdened, it suddenly

seemed to me, with nominalized forms, past perfect tenses, con-

ditional phrases, forms of standard English that I had learned in

school and through books, the forms of English I did not use at

home with my mother.

Just last week, as I was walking downthestreet with her,I

again found myself conscious of the English I was using, the

English I do use with her. We weretalking about the price of

new and used furniture and I heard myself saying this: “Not

waste money that way.” My husband was with us as well, and he

didn’t notice any switch in my English. And then I realized why.

It’s because over the twenty years we've beentogetherI’ve often
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used that same kind of English with him, and sometimes he

even uses it with me. It has become our language ofintimacy, a

different sort of English that relates to family talk, the language

I grew up with.

So that you'll have someidea of whatthis family talk sounds

like, Pll quote what my mothersaid during a conversationthat I

videotaped and then transcribed. During this conversation, she

was talking about a political gangster in Shanghai who had the

same last name as her family’s, Du, and how in his early years

the gangster wanted to be adopted byher family, who were rich

by comparison. Later, the gangster became more powerful, far

richer than my mother’s family, and one day showed up at my

mother’s wedding to pay his respects. Here's what she said in

part:

“Du Yusong having business like fruit stand. Like off-the-

street kind. He is Du like Du Zong—but not Tsung-ming

Island people. The local people call putong. The river east side,

he belong to that side local people. That man want to ask Du

Zongfather take him in like become own family. Du Zong father

wasn't look down on him, but didnt take seriously, until that

man big like become a mafia. Now important person, very hard

to inviting him. Chinese way, came only to show respect, dont

stay for dinner. Respect for making big celebration, he shows

up. Mean gives lots of respect. Chinese custom. Chinese social

life that way. If too important wont have to stay too long. He

come to my wedding. | didn’t see, I heard it. I goneto boy’side,

they have YMCA dinner. Chinese age I was nineteen.”

You should know that my mother’s expressive command of

English belies how much she actually understands. She reads

the Forbes report, listens to Wall Street Week, converses daily

with her stockbroker, readsall of Shirley MacLaine’s books with

ease—all kinds of things I can’t begin to understand. Yet some
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of my friends tell me they understand fifty percent of what

my mother says. Some say they understand eighty to ninety

percent. Some say they understand noneofit, as if she were

speaking pure Chinese. But to me, my mother’s English is

perfectly clear, perfectly natural. l's my mother tongue. Her

language, as I hearit, is vivid, direct, full of observation and

imagery. That was the language that helped shape the way I saw

things, expressed things, madesenseof the world.

Lately, I’ve been giving more thoughtto the kind of English

my mother speaks. Like others, 1 have described it to people

as “broken”or “fractured” English. But I wince when say that.

It has always bothered me that I can think of no way to de-

scribe it other than “broken,” as if it were damaged and needed

to be fixed, as if it lacked a certain wholeness and soundness.

I’ve heard other terms used,“limited English,” for example. But

they seem just as bad,as if everythingis limited, including peo-

ple’s perceptionsof the limited-English speaker.

1 know this for a fact, because when I was growing up, my

mothers “limited” English limited my perception of her. I was

ashamedof her English.I believed that her English reflected the

quality of what she had to say. That is, because she expressed

them imperfectly, her thoughts were imperfect. And I had

plenty of empirical evidence to support me:the fact that people

in departmentstores, at banks, andin restaurants did not take

her seriously, did not give her good service, pretended not to

understand her, or even acted as if they did not hearher.

My motherhas long realized the limitations of her English

as well. When I was fifteen, she used to have me call people on

the phone to pretend I wasshe.In this guise, I was forced to

ask for information or even to complain andyell at people who

had been rudeto her. Onetimeit was a call to her stockbroker

in New York. She had cashed out her small portfolio, and it just
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so happened we were going to go to New York the next week,
ourfirst trip outside California. I had to get on the phone and
say in an adolescent voice that was not very convincing, “This

is Mrs. Tan.”

My mother was standing in the back whispering loudly,
“Why he don’t send mecheck, already two weekslate. So mad
he lie to me, losing me money.”

Andthen I said in perfect English on the phone, “Yes, I’m
getting rather concerned. You had agreed to send the check two
weeks ago, but it hasn’t arrived.”

Then she began to talk more loudly. “What he want, I come

to New Yorktell him frontof his boss, you cheating me?” And
I was trying to calm her down, makeherbe quiet, whiletelling
the stockbroker, “I can’t tolerate any more excuses. If I don’t
receive the check immediately, I am going to have to speak to

your manager when I’m in New York next week.” And sure
enough, the following week there we werein frontof this aston-
ished stockbroker, and I was sitting there red-faced and quiet,

and my mother, the real Mrs. Tan, was shoutingat his boss in
her impeccable broken English.

We used a similar routine morerecently, for a situation that
wasfar less humorous. My mother had goneto the hospital for
an appointmentto find out about a CAT scan she had had a
monthearlier. She said she had spoken very good English, her
best English, no mistakes. Still, she said, the hospital staff did
not apologize when they informed her they had lost the CAT
scan and she had comefor nothing. She said they did not seem
to have any sympathy when shetold them she was anxious to
know the exact diagnosis, since both her husband and her son
had both died of brain tumors. She said they would notgive her
any more information until the next time and she would have

to make another appointmentfor that. So she said she would
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not leave until the doctor called her daughter. She wouldn't

budge. And when the doctor finally called her daughter, me,

who spoke in perfect English—lo and behold—we had assur-

ances the CAT scan would be found, promises that a conference

call on Monday would be held, and apologies for any suffering

my mother had gone through for a mostregrettable mistake.

I think my mother’s English almost had an effect on limiting

my possibilities in life as well. Sociologists and linguists prob-

ably will tell you that a person’s developing languageskills are

moreinfluenced bypeers that by family. But I do think that the

language spoken in the family, especially in immigrant fami-

lies which are more insular, plays a large role in shaping the

language of the child. And I believe that it affected my results

on achievementtests, IQ tests, and the SAT. While my English

skills were never judged as poor, compared with math, English

could not be considered my strong suit. In grade school I did

moderately well, getting perhaps Bs, sometimes B-pluses, in

English and scoring perhapsin the sixtieth or seventieth per-

centile on achievementtests. But those scores were not good

enough to override the opinion that my true abilities lay in

math and science, because in those areas I achieved A’s and

scored in the ninetieth percentile or higher.

This was understandable. Math is precise; there is only one

correct answer. Whereas,for me at least, the answers on English

tests were always a judgment call, a matter of opinion and

personal experience. Those tests were constructed around

items like fill-in-the-blank sentence completion, such as, “Even

though Tom was ______ Mary thought he was _____.” And

the correct answer always seemed to be the most bland combi-

nations, for example, “Even though Tom wasshy, Mary thought

he was charming:” with the grammatical structure “even

though” limiting the correct answer to some sort of semantic
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opposites, so you wouldn’t get answerslike, “Even though Tom
was foolish, Mary thoughthe wasridiculous.” Well, according

to my mother, there were very few limitations as to what Tom
could have been and what Mary might have thoughtof him. So
I never did well ontests like that.

The same was true with word analogies, pairs of words
for which you were supposed to find somelogical, semantic

relationship, for instance, “Sunset is to nightfall as is

to” And here you would be presented with a list of
four possible pairs, one of which showed the same kind of
relationship: red is to stoplight, bus is to arrival, chills is to fever,
yawn is to boring: Well, I could never think that way. I knew
what the tests were asking, but 1 could not block out of my
mind the images already created by the first pair, sunset is to

nightfall—and 1 would see a burst of colors against a darkening
sky, the moonrising, the lowering of a curtain ofstars. And all
the other pairs of words—red, bus, stoplight, boring—just threw

up a mass of confusing images, making it impossible for me to
see that saying “A sunset precedes nightfall” was as logical as
saying “A chill precedes a fever.” The only way I would have
gotten that answer right was to imagine an associative situa-
tion, such as my being disobedient and staying out past sunset,
catching a chill at night, which turnedinto feverish pneumonia

as punishment—which indeed did happen to me.
I have been thinking aboutall this lately, about my moth-

ers English, about achievementtests. Because lately I’ve been

asked, as a writer, why there are not more Asian-Americans

represented in American literature. Why are there few Asian-
Americans enrolled in creative writing programs? Why do so
many Chinese students go into engineering! Well, these are
broad sociological questions I can’t begin to answer. But I have

noticed in surveys—infact, just last week—that Asian-American
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students, as a whole, do significantly better on math achieve-
ment tests than in English tests. And this makes me think that
there are other Asian-American students whose English spoken
in the home might also be described as “broken”or “limited.”
And perhaps they also have teachers who are steering them
away from writing and into math and science, which is what
happened to me.

Fortunately, 1 happen to be rebellious and enjoy the
challenge of disproving assumptions made about me. I became
an English major my first year in college, after being enrolled
as pre-med. I started writing nonfiction as a freelancer the
weekafter I was told by my boss at the time that writing was
my worst skill and I should hone mytalents toward account
management.

But it wasn’t until 1985 that I began to write fiction. Atfirst
I wrote what I thoughtto be wittily crafted sentences, sentences
that would finally prove I had mastery over the English lan-
guage. Here’s an examplefrom thefirst draft of a story thatlater
madeits way into TheJoy Luck Club, but withoutthis line: “That

was my mental quandary in its nascentstate.” A terrible line,
which I can barely pronounce.

Fortunately, for reasons I won't get into today, I later decided
I should envision a reader for the stories I would write. And
the reader I decided on was my mother, because these were
stories about mothers. So with this reader in mind—andinfact
she did read my early drafts—I began to write stories using
all the Englishes 1 grew up with: the English I spoke to my
mother, which for lack of a better term might be described as
“simple”; the English she used with me, which for lack of a bet-

ter term might be described as “broken”; my translation ofher
Chinese, which could certainly be described as “watered down’:

and what I imagined to be hertranslation of her Chinese if she

20
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could speak in perfect English, her internal language, and for

that I sought to preserve the essence, but neither an English nor

a Chinese structure. I wanted to capture what languageability

tests can never reveal: her intent, her passion, her imagery, the

rhythmsof her speech and the nature of her thoughts.

Apart from what any critic had to say about my writing,
I knew I had succeeded where it counted when my mother

finished reading my book and gave meherverdict: “So easy to
read.”

NAVIGATING THE WATERS:Reading Closely

1. What is Amy Tan’s primary identity according to what

she says in paragraphs 1-3? Cite the text to support your

response.

2. Describe how others (those who do not know her intimately)

see Tan's mother versus how Tan describes her? Include

details from the text to add substance to your description.

3. How did Tan’s teachers identify her when she wasin high

school? On what were these descriptions and perceptions

based according to paragraphs15-16?

4. Explain why Tan calls herself a rebel and howthis identity

led to her becoming a writer. Cite the text to support and

illustrate your explanations.

EXPLORING THE DEPTHS: Rhetorical Strategies and Structures

1. Explain the meaning of Tan’s title and howit relates to her

ownidentity as both a Chinese American, a daughter, and a

writer. Cite the text as neededto clarify and support your

response.
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. Tan uses people's inclination to assumeas a way of exploring

the subject of identity. Find examples of people—including

Tan herself-treating her motherdisrespectfully. What

assumptions are people making about Tan's motherin these

situations and why? Cite specific examples from the text to

support and illustrate your observations.

. What argumentis Tan making here about language and its

connection to our identity? What strategies does she use to

make this argument? What motivates her to make such an

argument?

SHARING THE DISCOVERIES: Discussion and Writing

. At one point, Tan writes about being embarrassed about

her mother. Discuss how and why parents’ identities and

personalities are often a source of embarrassmentor tension

 

when people are young. Illustrate your observations with

examples from Tan's essay, your own experience, or others

you know.

Explore the idea, discussed her by Tan, of different

“Englishes” and other forms of more intimate language we

use with family, friends, coworkers, teachers, and loved ones.

Whatis the nature of these different languages and how do

they affect our behavior or identity?

Discuss the way stereotypesor bias affect how we see our-

selves and others. Include in your discussion examples and

observations from your own experience or Tan's text.

CONTINUING THE JOURNEY: Media Extension

Watch Amy Tan discuss language on “NEA Big Reads: Meet

Amy Tan” on YouTube.
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